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Outline
00:15 − 00:30  Language as behaviour? 

00:30 − 00:45  Exercise 1 - Language as behaviour

00:45 − 01:15 Languaging as Relational framing 

01:15 − 01:45  Exercise 2 - ME, CE and ToF 

01:45 − 02:15  Empirical Research

02:15 − 02:30  Exercise 3 - Deictic Framing

02:30 − 02:50  Application

02:50 − 03:00  Q & A



Types of Frames

Coordination (“same 
as”)

same relations mutually and 
combinatorially entailed

same functions “transfer”

“same as”

NON-ARBITRARY

“same as”

“same as”

ARBITRARY

bird

bird



THIS IS TAK, CAN YOU 
SAY TAK?

THIS IS OS, CAN 
YOU SAY OS?

PICTURE-NAME TRAINING

NAME-PICTURE TESTING

WHERE IS TAK (OR OS)? 17 MONTHS

LIPKENS, HAYES & HAYES (1993)

RECEPTIVE MUTUALLY ENTAILED

RELATIONAL RESPONDING



WHERE IS OEF? WHERE  IS UI?

NAME-PICTURE TRAINING

PICTURE-NAME TESTING

WHAT IS THIS? WHAT IS THIS?

19 MONTHS

LIPKENS, HAYES & HAYES (1993)

EXPRESSIVE MUTUALLY ENTAILED RELATIONAL 
RESPONDING



THIS IS TAK THIS IS OS

PICTURE-NAME TRAINING

NAME-SOUND TESTING

WHAT DOES TAK 
SAY?

WHAT DOES OS 
SAY?

23 MONTHS

LIPKENS, HAYES & HAYES (1993)

COMBINATORIALLY ENTAILED RELATIONAL 
RESPONDING

PICTURE-SOUND TRAINING

THIS GOES  
“WOOH”

THIS GOES  “PAT-
PAT”



Types of Frames

Distinction (“different 
from”)

same relations mutually 
entailed

combinatorially entailed 
relations unspecified

transformations unspecified

“different
from”

NON-ARBITRARY

“different
from”

ARBITRARY

insect

insect

“different
from”



Types of Frames
Comparison (“more 
than”)

different relations mutually 
entailed

combinatorially entailed 
relations specified if relations 
are the same, not if different

transformations graded

“smaller
than”

NON-ARBITRARY

“bigger
than”

ARBITRARY

crow

crow

“smaller
than”



Empirical Research

Dougher, Hamilton, Fink, & Harrington (2007)

15 normal subjects

Establish this relational 
network in half of them using 
arbitrary stimuli:

  A < B < C

Give B a CS shock function 
and then present a single ½ 
strength shock in the 
presence of A

Test the C stimulus . . .

with their patterns of bar pressing, that is, A ,
B , C. In contrast, only 1 (1-C1) of the control
participants showed this pattern of results. Five
of the other 6 control participants showed
higher skin conductance changes to B than
to either A or C (A , B . C), as would be
expected given that B was the only stimulus to
be paired with shock, and these subjects did
not receive relational training. One control
participant (1-C2) deviated from this pattern
and showed greater skin conductance change
to A than to B, and greater change to B than to
C (A . B . C).

Taken together, these results suggest that
the relational training determined the relative
operant rates evoked by A and C as well as
their relative levels of respondent elicitation.
Perhaps the most interesting and clinically
relevant finding was that, despite never having
been associated with shock, C elicited greater
skin conductance changes in most experimen-

tal participants than B, which was directly
paired with shock. It is worth mentioning that
the experimenters noted that some of the
experimental participants became mildly
alarmed when the C stimulus was presented,
and at least one tried to remove the shock
electrodes from her arm. In addition, al-
though not asked directly, several experimen-
tal participants spontaneously reported during
the debriefing that they believed they would
receive a greater shock to C than they did to B.
None of the control participants did so.

The present procedures appear to have
eliminated the potential confounds associated
with other studies that have purported to show
the transformation of functions via relations
other than equivalence. Each of the sample
stimuli used in the relational training was
related equally often to each of the compar-
isons, which would have precluded the forma-
tion of equivalence classes composed of any
subset of the samples and comparisons.
Moreover, subsequent operant and respon-
dent functions acquired by the samples appear
to have resulted from their participation in the
relational training procedures. Therefore, the
present results support the assertion that the
untrained acquisition (transformation) of
stimulus functions can result from trained
relations other than equivalence and is not
dependent upon the formation of stimulus
classes.

There are at least two potential limitations
of this study. One is that participants were not
randomly assigned to the experimental and
control conditions. Differences in responding
between the two conditions, therefore, may
have been at least partly due to participant
variables rather than or in addition to the
identified independent variable (i.e., the re-
lational training procedures). The control
participants were selected 2 to 3 weeks after
the experimental participants, but both
groups were selected from the same partici-
pant pool, and there were no differences in
the recruitment procedures used between the
groups that would allow participants to know-
ingly select themselves into either condition.
Moreover, there were no obvious differences
in age, gender, or ethnicity between the two
groups. So, while it is possible that the lack of
random assignment may have affected the
results, it is not an obvious threat to internal
validity.

Fig. 3. Skin conductance changes in microsiemens to
A, B, and C for the experimental (upper panel) and
control (lower panel) participants in the respondent
conditioning test phase of Experiment 1.
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UNIVERSITY 
CLASS

CORNER 
STORE

LIVING 
ROOM

Applied Example

MORE THANMORE THAN

Panic attack in one’s own living room 

Results in increased arousal and avoidance of corner 
store and university class. 



Types of Frames

Temporal (“before”)

different relations mutually 
entailed

combinatorially entailed 
relations specified if relations 
are the same, not if different

transformations graded (in 
time)

“before”

ARBITRARY

6.00am

6.00am

“after”

“before”

NON-ARBITRARY



Temporal

Hyland et al (2012)

Mutually entailed after 
relations take longer than 
before relations

476 HyLAND ET AL.

CORRECTBEFORE

BEFORE

1 2

3 4

5 6

7 8

Figure 6. An example of a Before trial in Experiment 2. In the second-to-last screen, the stimuli 
outlined in bold show the observed sequence, and choosing these would result in the message 
“Correct” appearing on the screen.

Hyland, J., O'Hora, D., Smyth, S. & Leslie, J. C. (2012).  Sequential responding in accordance with temporal relational cues: 
A comparison of ’Before’ and ’After’.  The Psychological Record, 62, 463-484 .



Temporal

O’Hora et al (2004)

Participants learned to 
choose 4-key sequences in 
accordance with Same/
Different and Before/After 
relations

O'Hora, D., Barnes-Holmes, D., Roche, B. & Smeets, P. (2004). Derived relational networks as novel instructions: A 
possible model of generative verbal control. The Psychological Record, 54, 437-460. 



More Complex Frames
Hierarchical 
(“includes”)

different relations mutually 
entailed

combinatorially entailed 
relations specified if relations 
are the same, not if different

transformations accumulate 
in one direction (members 
acquire class characteristics)

“includes”

ARBITRARY

birds

birds

“is a 
member of”

NON-ARBITRARY

“includes”



Hierarchical

Slattery et al (2011)

demonstrated unidirectional 
transformation of function 
using RFT model

Slattery, B., Stewart, I. & O'Hora, D. (2011).  Testing for transitive class containment as a feature of hierarchical 
classification.  Journal of the Experimental Analysis of Behavior, 96(2), 242-260.

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/21909167
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/21909167
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/21909167
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/21909167


More Complex Frames
Conditional (“logical if”)

no specified relation mutually 
entailed (uni-directional 
dependence; known 
unknown)

combinatorially entailed 
relations specified if relations 
are “if”, not if mutually 
entailed

transformations in line with 
“if”

“if”

NON-ARBITRARY

“then”

???

ARBITRARY

flowers“if” “then”

“if” “then”



More Complex Frames

Deictic 

I - You

Here - there

Now - then

NON-ARBITRARY

“I am here now.
Can you see what 

I can see?”

ARBITRARY

I have a white brick 

You have a red brick

Which brick do you have?



Deictic frames

You and I are the same, but we have different viewpoints

Blakemore, S.-J. (2010). The Developing Social Brain: Implications for Education. Neuron, 65(6), 744–747.



McHugh et al (02)

McHugh et al (2002) 
investigated reversing 
I-You statements

  I have a white brick 

and you have a red brick

Which brick do you have?

Which brick do I have?



McHugh et al (02)

Here-there reversal

I am sitting here on the blue 
chair and you are sitting 
there on the black chair

If HERE was THERE and 
THERE was HERE

Where would you be 
sitting? 

Where would I be sitting?



Double reversal
If HERE was THERE and 

THERE was HERE
and

If NOW was THEN and 
THEN was NOW

Where would you be 
sitting? 

Where would I be sitting?

Yesterday I was sitting there on 
the black chair, today I am sitting 

here on the blue chair



More Deictic Research
McHugh, et al., (2004) - Developmental Profile – appears at same 
age as ToM

Villatte, et al. (2010) – patients with schizophrenia less proficient

Rehfeldt, et al, 2006 – those diagnosed with ASD less proficient

Villatte et al (2008) – link between deictics and social anhedonia

Weil et al (in press) – training in deictics with children with ASD 
produces gains on Theory of Mind tests

Vilardaga et al (2009) - Link between deictic relational responding 
and empathy



Exercise 3

Deictic Frames

We will do an short experiential exercise now on deictic frames


